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Chop Suey as Imagined
Authentic Chinese Food:
The Culinary Identity of Chinese
Restaurants in the United States

HAIMING LIU
Introduction
In the small hours of one morning in 1917, John Doe, a white laborer, strolled into the
Dragon Chop Suey House at 630 West Sixth Street, Los Angeles, and ordered chicken
chop suey. The steaming bowl was set before Mr. Doe by a grinning Japanese. “I
won’t eat it,” barked Mr. Doe, “There’s no poultry in it.” The flying squad was called
in and was happily annoyed at this midnight incident. The officers offered to act as a
jury and demanded sample bowls of chop suey. The Japanese owner declined and
Mr. Doe was free to go.1 The laborer demanded real meat, the officers wanted free
meals, and the owner of this Chinese restaurant was actually Japanese, but everyone
was thoroughly familiar with the concept of chop suey. As this story shows, by 1917
chop suey was a well‐known restaurant meal in America.
Food is a cultural tradition. The popularity of Chinese restaurants reflects how
an Asian cuisine was transplanted and developed in American society. Chinese
migration was a transnational flow of people, social networks, and cultural values.
Chinese immigrants arrived in America with their own lifestyles, labor and vocational
skills, business expertise and capital, family rituals and traditions, religious and
philosophical beliefs. Food is one of the earliest and probably the most visible aspects
of transnational Chinese culture in America. Canton Restaurant, with seating for
three hundred, was established in San Francisco as early as 1849. A business directory
in 1856 lists five restaurants and thirty‐eight grocery stores among eighty‐eight
Chinese businesses in San Francisco.

Food also reveals history. The restaurant business represents an important
aspect of Chinese American experience. Ever since the early twentieth century, an
increasing number of Chinese immigrants have become restaurant workers and
proprietors. The 1920 census indicates that of the 45,614 Chinese employed, 11,438
were cooks, waiters, and/or restaurants operators. 2 In the 1930s, 6 percent of
Chinese adult males in California and 20 to 25 percent of them in East Coast cities
worked in the restaurant business.3 By the late 1940s, there were about 4,300
Chinese restaurants in the continental United States, and 7 percent of the American
population frequented Chinese restaurants. Ten years later the number of Chinese
restaurants grew to 4,500 but, even more remarkably, they had over 20 percent of
Americans as their frequent customers. In 1959, New York City alone had about 750
Chinese restaurants.4
Most Chinese immigrants learned the restaurant trade in the United States
when other jobs were not available to them. After the completion of the
transcontinental railroad, the economic recession in California in the 1870s, and
especially the passage of the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882, the Chinese faced
constant racial harassment and discrimination in their economic and social lives.
Chinese concentration in the restaurant business illustrates how the racialized
environment drove the Chinese into menial service occupations. Like the laundry,
restaurant work became a trademark occupation of the Chinese. From 1900 to the
1960s, most Chinese restaurants in America were called chop suey houses, and chop
suey was synonymous with Chinese food in the United States. When numerous chop
suey houses spread across American cities, food became a tangible component of
Chinese American ethnic identity.
Through chop suey history, this article aims to show how migration is often a
process of negotiation between cultures. As the Chinese have adapted themselves to
American society, some elements of their home cultures have remained, others have
disappeared, and still others have changed. Chinese food is an interesting case of
such cultural migration and change. As chop suey became a hit dish and Chinese
restaurants carved a niche in the American food market, few American clients
realized that there were no such things as fortune cookies in China. What Americans
came to know as chop suey, General Tso’s chicken, and egg foo young were very
different from their Chinese counterparts. In fact, high‐class restaurants in China
seldom served chop suey. Since 1900, chop suey’s ingredients, flavor, and cookery
changed considerably in order to meet local tastes. As chop suey and other popular
Chinese dishes became less Chinese in their culinary content, they simultaneously
appeared more “authentic” in their culinary identity. Thus, the Chinese restaurant
business emerged as the most visible and enduring emblem of the Chinese in the
United States.
What constituted chop suey’s culinary identity in America were a number of
social expectations. American clients desired Chinese dishes they believed to be
genuine. Chinese proprietors hoped to accommodate American tastes. Furthermore,

chop suey and Chinese cuisine in general had to be cheap, bargain ethnic food. The
racialized environment of American society did not allow chop suey to be high‐class
cuisine. Chop suey’s authenticity was in fact a locally constructed invention. Though it
was accepted as a genuine Chinese dish, chop suey’s authenticity was only true to
itself. 5 Through food history, we see how the formation of Chinese American
ethnicity was not a simple blending of Western and Asian cultures but a process in
which Chinese immigrants and their descendants adapted to their social
environments, built new identities and new cultural sensibilities. Race and ethnicity
played important roles in such processes.
This article argues that the development of Chinese cuisine in the United
States was a complex historical process. As an aspect of transnational culture, its
authenticity and culinary identity often rested on its real and imagined Chinese roots,
while its popularity depended on how well Chinese restaurant proprietors adapted
the flavors, ingredients, and cookery of Chinese cuisine to the tastes and markets of
local American communities. Both international and local conditions impacted its
development. This dynamic interaction between Chinese food and American
customers was an interesting process of cultural negotiation. While the Chinese
restaurant business helped shape the American diet, Chinese food was at the same
time being shaped, transformed, and altered by American popular taste. In this case,
adaptation was a two‐way process. Serving a wide range of American clients, chop
suey eventually evolved into a popular American ethnic food and a distinct culinary
identity for the Chinese restaurant business.
This evolution illustrates the theory of “the invention of tradition.” 6 A
tradition needs legends that tell about its origins. Collective memory, constant
storytelling, and broad public imagination carry and pass on a tradition from
generation to generation. In the meantime, a tradition may experience constant
negotiation and contestation in the process of cultural migration. Traditions that
seem timeless and ancient are in fact being constantly modified and reinvented
within any given historical context. Hence what is authentically Chinese in one place
or time is often not so in another. What makes chop suey amazing is that its
“Chineseness,” as first popularized and reified in the United States, was then
transported back to China in the 1940s. This process demonstrates that what
constitutes Chineseness is very contextually specific. The “homecoming” of chop
suey was an invention of American Chineseness. Though the visit of Li Hongzhang (Li
Hung Chang) to the United States in 1896 contributed to its invention, as I explain
below, it was the American racial environment, ethnic agency, the historical
imagination of Chinese immigrants, and the American popular craze for chop suey
that made that invention successful. As chop suey generated numerous jobs for
Chinese immigrants and established a culinary bond between Chinese food and
American customers, it also became a motif in jazz musician Louis Armstrong’s songs
and in artist Edward Hopper’s paintings. The invention and subsequent popularity of

chop suey illustrate how an ethnic cuisine became an integral part of American food
culture.
The Origin of Chop Suey
There are several versions of the story about the origin of chop suey as a famous
Chinese American dish. According to one version, the cooks for the Chinese railroad
workers did not know much about cooking and just put rice, vegetables, and a little
bit of meat together for a simple Chinese meal called “chop suey.”7 The late Chinese
American historian Iris Chang cites a more popular West Coast version in her book
The Chinese in America. According to Gold Rush folklore, a group of drunken
American miners entered a Chinese restaurant in San Francisco late one night, just as
the shop was about to close. The owner, in an effort to avoid a confrontation,
decided to serve them. He quickly threw together a handful of leftover table scraps
to create the dish we now know as chop suey.8 In another book that recounts this
version, the author emphasizes how the Chinese cook was a much smaller man in
comparison to the bigger, more powerful‐looking, hungry white miners. “Chop suey”
quickly became the business sign of every Chinese restaurant in the American West.
Following the incident, every city with a population over 25,000 had one or more
chop suey houses.9 The East Coast version of the chop suey legend is even more
interesting, as it relates to the visit of a high‐ranking Chinese official, Li Hongzhang,
to the United States in 1896. The story claims that Li did not touch much Western
food and preferred to go to Chinatown for Chinese meals, even though he was
honored with sumptuous banquets and receptions during his visit. In Chinatown, his
favorite dish was chop suey.
Each version is historically logical but not accurate. The Gold Rush version is
obviously a folktale rather than a fact. Early California journal and newspaper articles
on Chinese restaurant food during that period never mention chop suey. However,
Chinese immigrants arrived in California first, and Chinese restaurants did become
popular with white Americans and other immigrants as early as the Gold Rush era,
though they served mainly genuine Chinese food. The California version connotes the
deep historical roots of the Chinese in American society. Moreover, this tale indicates
that chop suey was not a fancy Chinese delicacy but a common dish created in the
United States rather than in China. Though the New York version is also a fiction, it is
meaningful in several ways. First, as an alleged favorite food of Li, chop suey
embodied “authenticity” as a Chinese dish. Its symbolic Chinese roots made the dish
a product of transnational culinary culture. Second, this “authentic” label helped
chop suey establish itself in America and contributed to its growing popularity. Such
legitimacy was needed more on the East Coast than the West because they served
mainly non‐Chinese customers.
Historian Renqiu Yu has documented how the New York version of the story
of chop suey’s origin was actually invented by Chinese immigrants who were trying

to capitalize on Li’s visit and market Chinese food to the American public. Yu points
out that Li never ate in Chinatown and actually tried to stay away from Chinese
communities in America.10 While the New York version was not true, it indicated how
closely the Chinese community followed American news coverage of Li’s visit. As the
most important high‐ranking Chinese official to visit the United States during that
time, Li received a royal reception and great media attention during his American trip.
American journalists and returning diplomats also traveled with him on his ship. News
reports about Li included detailed descriptions of what he ate. For example, one
report mentioned that Li had brought his own cooks who prepared for him seven
meals a day while traveling on the ocean. His meals included shark fins and birds’
nests.11 Another report said that when he attended a dinner hosted by ex‐Secretary J.
W. Foster, “Li drank sparingly of champagne during the banquet, and ate a little ice
cream, but touched no solid food.”12 In still another report, when Li hosted a dinner
at the Waldorf Astoria for U.S. diplomats who had served in China, he “let the veal
and grouse pass untouched.” Then his Chinese servant brought him his “real dinner,”
which consisted of “boiled chicken, cut up in small square pieces, a bowl of rice, and
a bowl of vegetable soup.” The report claimed, “For the first time in the history of
the Waldorf, Chinese chefs have prepared Chinese dishes in Chinese pots, pans, and
skillets. And the dishes they have cooked have created more curiosity and
consternation than the presence of the great Viceroy himself.”13 Instead of providing
realistic coverage of Chinese food culture, the American media’s scrutiny of what Li
ate delivered an exotic and mysterious image of Chinese cuisine. While American
news reports explored the “Oriental” lifestyle of a high‐ranking Chinese official,
Chinese immigrants discovered a business opportunity with Chinese food.
Why Chop Suey?
Chop suey’s popularity had a lot to do with its humble origins and flexible cookery.
Wong Chin Foo, one of the earliest Chinese American journalists, wrote in 1888 that
“a staple dish for the Chinese gourmand is Chow Chop Suey, a mixture of chicken’s
livers and gizzards, fungi, bamboo buds, pig’s tripe, and bean sprouts stewed with
spices. The gravy of this is poured into the bowl of rice with some [sauce], making a
delicious seasoning to the favorite grain.”14 “Chow” in Chinese means “to stir fry,”
and “chop suey” means “animal intestines.” In Chinese cuisine, this was not a
delicacy but a humble dish. Many Chinese families and restaurants knew how to cook
this dish because Chinese food culture seldom wasted any part of butchered
livestock. Its cookery, however, varied from region to region. In northern China, for
example, those cooking intestines did not necessarily use bamboo shoots.
Restaurants in China usually listed the dish as “Chao zasui” in contemporary
romanization and Chinese pronunciation. “Chow chop suey” was Cantonese
pronunciation, as early Chinese immigrants were mostly Cantonese. “Chow” was
coincidentally similar in spelling and pronunciation to the English word “chop” and

was therefore often misunderstood as such. American customers assumed that
“chop suey” was a dish in which chicken or pork was chopped into fine, delicate
pieces. However, the original chop suey or “Chao zasui” in China was a dish of stir‐
fried animal intestines. “Chop,” pronounced as “za” in Mandarin pronunciation,
literally means “miscellanies.” Together with “sui,” the term means animal intestines.
Wong’s description in 1888 still revealed some original features of chop suey
in China, as it included animal intestines. However, his description of the cookery
should not be regarded as a standardized recipe. In fact, there was no official recipe
of its ingredients and cookery since chop suey in China was a common homemade
dish. When Chinese restaurants in America began to serve this dish, they had the
flexibility to use whatever ingredients were available and whatever sauces they
found tasteful and convenient. There were many different versions of chop suey
when it was first spread across America. The only common practice was to use a wok
to stir‐fry a bundle of ingredients with an innovative sauce. The humble origins of this
dish and its varied cooking traditions allowed Chinese cooks to tailor it in different
ways and adapt it to the tastes and needs of American customers. In 1903, a New
York Times article on chop suey noticed the flexible cookery by the Chinese cooks and
pointed out, “The fact is that no two cooks make it exactly alike. Everything seems to
depend on the mushrooms and the mysterious black or brown sauce that is poured
over the stew. . . . That sauce they put on it is a powerful steadier, whatever it may
be. A man who likes the dish seldom gets through one portion of chop suey after a
night out without feeling a second one.”15 The mysterious black or brown sauce was
actually Chinese soy sauce made from soybeans, which had existed in Chinese
culinary culture for a long time. Many early Chinese restaurants used it in their
cooking. Sauce determines flavor, and flavor shapes customers’ tastes. When soy
sauce was upheld as a key element responsible for chop suey’s success, it was a
concrete example of how the American palate had reacted to and accepted Chinese
flavors.
Ten years after Wong Chin Foo’s article, journalist Louis Beck published his
book New York’s Chinatown, which points out that there were at least seven high‐end
Chinese restaurants in Chinatown. They were located on the upper floors of
“gorgeously decorated and illuminated buildings” with Chinese lanterns “suspended
in reckless profusion from every available point. . . . The eating rooms are kept with
scrupulous cleanness, and no unusual dirt will be found in the kitchens.”16 Their
menus were thirty dishes long, ranging from shark fins, an expensive two‐dollar dish,
to the seventy‐five‐cent fried duck’s web and the fifteen‐cent chop suey. In Beck’s
observation, chop suey consisted of “a Hash of Pork, with Celery, Onions, Bean
Sprouts, etc.”17 Unlike Wong’s description, Beck’s version of chop suey was totally
different from the original one in China. Meat had replaced intestines, and celery,
onions, and bean sprouts had become major ingredients. Beck also describes how
Chinese restaurants catered to all kinds of American clients, including African
Americans. He points out that “black Americans were among the earliest fans of

eating Chinese.” “Their average daily receipts are estimated at $500, . . . and $25
[comes] from negroes, who seem to delight in frequenting the lower class places.”18
Hanna Miller writes that “early menus offered a number of dishes that would have
been familiar to the traditional black palate, including collard greens, pig’s feet, and
barbecued pork. While the waitstaff may have whispered slurs in their native
language, there is no record of any overt ethnic tension in New York’s first Chinese
restaurants.”19 Beck’s and Miller’s descriptions indicate that Chinese immigrants in
New York’s Chinatown had already changed the culinary content of chop suey and
were serving many non‐Chinese customers.
Chop suey’s marketable potential was also due to its modest price: “Chop
suey enthusiasts declare that to get the dish in perfection, it is still necessary to go to
the stuffy little places in Chinatown, where less attention is paid to appearances than
is required in the newer resorts uptown. Furthermore it is cheaper in Chinatown. A
heaping dish of chop suey is served for 15 cents.”20 Beck reports that a typical chop
suey joint in Chinatown was crudely decorated and provided no tablecloths. Waiters
cared more about getting sales than receiving tips, but the places and the waiters
appeared clean.21 Outside of Chinatown, chop suey cost a little bit more. In a better‐
decorated Chinese restaurant, “a heaping dish of suey, with a cup of tea, a bowl of
rice, costs 25 cents without mushrooms and 35 and 40 cents with them. But from the
gourmet’s point of view, the mushrooms (canned after a Chinese fashion) are
supposed to be the principal feature of the dish.” Use of canned mushrooms was
obviously a key ingredient in chop suey and well liked by American customers—“the
cranberry sauce to the turkey.”22 This is yet another interesting example of how chop
suey diverged from its original form and flavors and became an increasingly
Americanized Chinese dish.
New York Goes Chop Suey Mad
Media coverage about Li’s visit prompted momentous curiosity and interest by the
American public in Chinese culture and food. Thousands of New Yorkers flocked to
Chinatown during Li’s visit, which for most of them was the only place where they
could feast their eyes on “exotic Chinese culture.” Even the mayor of New York City,
William L. Strong, paid a visit to Chinatown on August 26, 1896, probably for the first
time during his term of office. As a result, Chinese restaurants and stores did thriving
business during this period. 23 Building on this momentum, motivated Chinese
restaurant proprietors began to take chop suey out of Chinatown and opened stores
in non‐Chinese communities. They first targeted those customers who were active in
the city’s nightlife. According to a 1903 New York Times article, the first Chinese who
opened a chop suey house outside of Chinatown was a Chinese man named
“Boston.” He closed his restaurant at Doyer Street in Chinatown and reopened it on
3rd Avenue and Rivington Street, and “he did so well that soon many other Chinese
followed him.”24 Charley Boston, who also went by the name of Lee Quong June (or

Li Quen Chong), was a thoroughly Americanized, wealthy Chinese American
merchant, and a leader of the famous On Leong Tong in New York’s Chinatown.25
Though little information is available on whether Boston was the first chop
suey proprietor outside of Chinatown, the article’s report on how the earliest chop
suey houses were opened outside of Chinatown in New York was significant. It
marked the beginning of the Chinese immigrants’ move out of Chinatown in another
major financial pursuit. By the 1890s, the Chinese population in the city of New York
had reached 13,000, though only 4,000 lived in Chinatown while the rest were
scattered throughout the city. About 8,000 Chinese were doing laundry work in the
vicinity of New York.26 The laundry business had already become an important menial
service occupation for the Chinese while the restaurant business was still not. Before
chop suey became a popular dish, the number of Chinese restaurants was far fewer
than that of laundries. If Chinese immigrants could take advantage of Li’s visit and
cook up a dish as his favorite, they would be able to make the Chinese restaurant
business another feasible economic niche for themselves. After all, Chinese
laundrymen were also an American phenomenon, as there were no laundries in
China.
Chop suey soon became a popular food. More and more people in New York
learned to like it. At the turn of the century, a social trend in American metropolitan
cities like New York or San Francisco was to eat out. Rapid urbanization created many
office jobs for young men and women who liked to go to restaurants as places to
hang out. City nightlife also generated more sales for the restaurant business. Once
or twice a week, or even more often, many New Yorkers had a “hankering” for chop
suey.27 But they did not want to come all the way to Chinatown for chop suey meals
after theater hours. Some had safety concerns about eating Chinese in Chinatown at
night. Many also wanted to hang around in the theater area, as middle‐class
bachelors often hoped to encounter actresses after the performances. In theater
districts such as Rectors, Italian and other ethnic restaurants were already serving a
fast, theatrical crowd of New Yorkers.28 So a well‐known man in the Broadway café
set, who used to bring well‐dressed night parties into Chinatown frequently to have
chop suey treats, suggested to Charley Boston that he open a chop suey house
outside of Chinatown. The man guaranteed the success of such an undertaking.29
When Boston’s store became an immediate success, other Chinese followed
suit. Chop suey houses soon mushroomed in New York City, as the Chinese were
anxious to squeeze into the New York restaurant market. Competition from newly
established chop suey houses soon forced Boston to relocate his restaurant to
Seventh Avenue, near Thirty‐fourth Street. Then more chop suey houses appeared,
pushed past him, and opened up from the wealthy Long Acre district to Harlem, the
predominately African American neighborhood. According to the 1903 New York
Times article “Chop Suey Resorts,” “the result has been the establishment within a
few months, of one hundred or more chop suey places between Forty‐fifth Street
and Fourteenth Street, and from Bowery to Eighth Avenue. A large number of these

are in the Tenderloin.” When Liang Qichao, a leading Chinese intellectual, visited the
United States in 1903, he observed that there were three‐ to four‐hundred chop suey
houses in New York alone.30 Though Liang’s estimate may not have been accurate,
New York City at that time did experience an explosive growth of chop suey houses.
A New York Times article in 1900 exclaimed that, “judging from the outbreak of
Chinese restaurants all over town, the city has gone ‘chop‐suey’ mad.”31 In 1901, a
returning American diplomat from China also observed, “There is a growing taste on
the part of New Yorkers for Chinese dishes. Chinese restaurants have sprung up all
over the city, and they are well patronized, especially at night. The dish mostly in
demand is chow chop suey, a most delicious concoction, if properly prepared.”32
While popular, chop suey was also viewed as an exotic and mysterious food.
According to another New York Times article, “Innumerable attempts have been
made to get Chinamen to tell what chop suey is made of. Chinese cooks have been
hired by families, but never seemed to be able to impart the secret of the dish to
others. When Americans asked the Chinese cooks about the chop suey recipes
published in books and periodicals, they often smiled knowingly without making any
response.”33 In fact, chop suey was anything but a mysterious dish. Chinese cooks
were fully aware of its humble origins and knew that the chopped meat and
vegetable ingredients were very different from the original chop suey in China. They
were just developing a new dish under an old name, as American clients did not eat
animal intestines. The new version both provoked and satisfied American curiosity
and tastes. However, Chinese cooks did not want to deny chop suey’s Chinese origin.
Though they had changed chop suey’s culinary content, they knew its authenticity
depended on its ethnic roots. Chop suey is thus an interesting example of the
formation of ethnic culture in American society.
Chinese restaurant proprietors proved to be shrewd businessmen outside of
Chinatown. According to “Chop Suey Resorts,” the chop suey house in Harlem, for
example, was “a far cry” from the one in Long Acres, an upscale neighborhood in
uptown Manhattan. The latter was under “the light of multi‐colored lanterns, and
amid the silk and bamboo decorations that are quite luxurious from an Oriental point
of view.” Called a “resort” by the article, the chop suey restaurant in Long Acres
competed with other high‐end American restaurants across the street and “claimed
the most exclusive patronage of the town.” Its clients were apparently those middle‐
or upper‐class Americans who were active in nightlife. To cater to their eating habits,
chop suey houses in the uptown area opened only at night: “This resort, like a great
many others of its kind that thrive within ten blocks of it toward any point of the
compass, is not open in the daytime. Only the cheaper sort of places, much further
down town, are open before nightfall, and they do business very much in the style of
American restaurants that are compelled to serve early breakfast.”34 However, the
decorations, floor plan, and interior and exterior design of a cheaper chop suey joint
outside Chinatown and the work uniforms of its cooks and waiters looked very
similar to other less expensive New York restaurants.35 Chop suey proprietors did not

aim to serve Chinese clients or attract fluctuating tourist business but mainly wanted
to build a reliable local clientele.
When opening in an upscale area, chop suey houses usually did not have
safety issues. According to “Chop Suey Resorts,” Chinese chop suey houses were as
safe as any other restaurants along upper Broadway or the avenues that ran parallel
to it. The article emphasizes that the owners were involved in no illegal activities,
unlike some of the other restaurants open at night. It quotes a few police officers
who spoke favorably of the chop suey houses in regard to safety issues. The article
points out, “Many persons who have seen this crop of chop suey establishments
have jumped to the conclusion that opium smoking and kindred vices usually
associated with Chinamen have been going on there with the tacit consent of the
police.” 36 The article also states that, in addition to the “resort” chop suey
restaurants, there were a couple of chop suey houses in the uptown area that were
exclusively frequented by African American clients who “were afraid to go to
Chinatown” but had “developed an extreme fondness for chop suey” because it had
a lot of chicken meat. Though those chop suey restaurants were not as fancy as the
one in Long Acres, they were clean and safe. Meanwhile Chinese immigrants did not
overlook Harlem, a predominantly African American community and a tourist site as
well. Chop suey businesses served all social classes and all racial groups.
As food historian Harvey Levenstein points out, “The proliferation of a new
lower‐middle class of male and female office and shop employees after the turn of
the century created a burgeoning market which neither the old saloons nor the
higher‐class restaurants could tap. Short lunch hours and expanding cities made
going home for lunch impossible. Hot lunches were regarded as necessary and lunch
pails were too working‐class. As a result, new kinds of restaurants tried to fill the
growing gap in the middle.”37 By the 1920s, chop suey became a popular lunch choice
for the female labor force in New York: “It is vigorously vying with sandwiches and
salad as the noontime nourishment of the young women typists and telephonists of
John, Dey and Fulton Streets. It rivals coffee‐and‐two‐kinds‐of‐cake as the recess
repast of the sales forces for West Thirty‐fourth Street department stores. At the
lunch hour there is an eager exodus toward Chinatown for the women workers
employed in Franklin, Duane and Worth Streets. To them the district is not an
intriguing bit of transplanted Orient. It is simply a good place to eat.”38 A Chinese
restaurant owner proudly pointed out that, in addition to lunch business, he also had
breakfast clients, and chop suey seemed destined to become a necessity of New York
life. When he retired, he wanted to take chop suey to China.39
A Trademark Identity for Chinese Food
The booming chop suey business in New York was so eye‐catching that a man named
Lem Sen from San Francisco came to claim the “copyright” of the dish. According to
a 1904 New York Times article, Lem Sen reportedly equipped himself with many legal

documents to show that “he was the original inventor and sole proprietor of the dish
known as chop suey.” Hiring Rufus P. Livermore, a lawyer who had an office in the St.
Paul Building, Sen threatened to obtain “an injunction in the Supreme Court
restraining all Chinese restaurant keepers from making and serving chop suey.”40
Though Sen’s action looked like a prank and the news report was anecdotal in nature,
his claim revealed an important truth about chop suey—it was actually invented in
America. The report went on:
According to Lem Sen, Livermore’s client, chop‐suey is no
more a national dish of the Chinese than pork and beans. The
Chinaman, who says he invented it, says there is not a grain of
anything Celestial in it.
Lem Sen, according to his own story, says that he was
born in San Francisco. He was never in China. He worked for
many years in a Chinese restaurant in San Francisco, and was
later employed in a “Bohemian” restaurant run by an
American.
It was just before the arrival of Li Hung‐Chang on a
visit to this country that a real interest in things Mongolian
and Celestial began, says Lem Sen. The owner of the
restaurant in San Francisco suggested that Lem Sen
manufacture some weird dish that would pass as Chinese and
gratify the public craze at that time. Lem Sen says that is [sic]
was then he introduced to the astonished world the great
dish.41

As the alleged “inventor” of chop suey, Sen emphasizes that he was born in the
United States, had never been to China, and had intended to “manufacture some
weird dish that would pass as Chinese.” The dish was obviously Chinese in name but
American in reality. As chop suey gratified the “public craze,” it embodied
Chineseness as imagined by Americans.
Sen’s claim also illustrated the immense popularity of chop suey in American
society at the time. Numerous Chinese restaurants simply named themselves Chop
Suey Bowl, Chop Suey House, Chop Suey Café, Chop Suey Palace, Chop Suey Food
Garden, or Chop Suey Parlor. Tuey Far Low, one of the largest restaurants in Los
Angeles’s Chinatown, had a huge “chop suey” banner outside.42 Some owners added
a geographic term to their restaurant names, such as Shanghai Chop Suey Café,
which probably indicated that the restaurant also served Shanghai‐flavored food or
that the owner came from Shanghai. Others placed their last names before “chop
suey,” such as the Sun Chop Suey Restaurant. By identifying their businesses as
family‐owned, some owners tried to imply stability and reliable service of their stores.
The dish established a culinary identity for these Chinese restaurant businesses.

Following Li Hongzhang’s visit, the Chinese restaurant business enjoyed a
golden era from 1900 to the 1920s. During that period, the culinary content of chop
suey was gradually Americanized, and Chinese restaurants carved a firm niche in the
American food market. Chop suey houses were not only a New York phenomenon
but spread into Boston, Long Island, New Jersey, and Connecticut. In 1900, Chicago
had only one Chinese restaurant. By 1905, Chicago had forty Chinese restaurants.
Only five were in Chinatown. By 1915, it had 118, and only six or seven were in
Chinatown. 43 On the West Coast, the number of Chinese restaurants was also
growing, and there were not only Chinese but also Japanese and Korean chop suey
proprietors: “In 1900, there were but two or three Chinese restaurants in Los
Angeles, frequented almost exclusively by Chinese. There were at least 15 Chinese
restaurants by 1910, as Caucasian customers discovered that Chinese food was quite
good and not at all poisonous as some had imagined. Several of these Chinese
restaurants were outside Chinatown and a few were in downtown Los Angeles.”44 In
the 1920s, one of the largest Chinese restaurants in the Los Angeles area was Crown
Chop Suey Parlor in Pasadena, owned by a Japanese immigrant, Mr. Kawagoye.45
However, New York had the most Chinese restaurants. In 1905, San Francisco had
only forty‐six Chinese restaurants. Twenty years later, the number grew to seventy‐
eight, which was still far behind that of New York.46
With the rapid growth of chop suey houses in New York and other American
cities, Chinese immigrants had successfully developed another major occupational
channel for themselves. Chinese food had become a popular ethnic cuisine. Chop
suey restaurants existed in American society for a prolonged period of time.
According to historian Huping Ling, twenty‐three out of forty‐plus Chinese
restaurants in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1976 were still called chop suey shops. While the
large restaurants used fancy names and luxury furnishings, small chop suey shops
needed only a kitchen, a front area with a counter, and a few chairs. They served
basic Americanized Chinese food, such as chop suey, egg foo young, or chow mein,
and provided a popular, inexpensive food option for many St. Louisians.47 For a long
time, chop suey was a synonym for Chinese cuisine in the United States.
As chop suey was gradually accepted as a major American ethnic food, its
cookery became more standardized. Vegetable ingredients included bean sprouts,
celeries, bamboo shoots, water chestnuts, and mushrooms. Meat replaced animal
intestines. On the menus of Chinese restaurants, there were “Chicken Chop Suey,”
“Pork Chop Suey,” “Beef Chop Suey,” and “Fish Chop Suey.” Chinese proprietors
tried to develop a kind of standardization and familiarity to promote their restaurant
businesses. Following chop suey’s popularity, American newspapers and magazines
began to publish review articles about the dish. One review quoted a New York
doctor who believed that chop suey was as “digestible again as a broiled lobster.”
The article recommended it as a healthy food, especially for those who drank too
much beer. According to the article, a dish of chop suey was the finest thing in the
world for those customers who “have been taking a little more beer than they

should, and want to feel all right in the morning.” The sauce helped “steady the
stomach,” and “the Chinese custom of serving tea with the go‐to‐bed meal is a
splendid one.” After drinking beer, a person who ate a chop suey meal “sleeps like a
top.”48 More likely, it was the large amount of carbohydrates in the rice and noodles
of the meal that functioned as the real sobering agent. Tea was helpful too, though
chop suey operators served tea mainly because they could not get liquor licenses due
to racial discrimination. Liquor usually brought more sales and higher profits for
restaurant businesses, especially during night hours. But for chop suey houses, tea
was the only beverage option. In later decades, there were also reviews that
discussed the healthfulness of the Chinese diet and pointed out how Chinese food
could function as a Chinese doctor for health problems.49
Newspapers and magazines also began to carry chop suey recipes, due to the
growing interest of American society in Chinese food. In 1901, a Mr. Fales, a former
vice consul in Xiamen (Amoy), China, wrote an article on how to cook chop suey for
the New York Times: “For the benefit of those who do not care to go to a Chinese
restaurant, let me give the recipe, so that it can be made by any intelligent
housewife.” Fales’s recipe mentions chicken livers and gizzards but his major
ingredients are “one pound young, clean pork, cut into small pieces, half an ounce of
green root ginger, two stalks of celery.” For cookery, Fales advises, “Sautee this in a
frying pan over a hot fire, adding four tablespoonfuls of olive oil, one tablespoonful
of salt, black and red pepper to taste, dash of cloves and cinnamon. When nearly
done add small can of mushrooms, half a cup of either bean sprouts or French green
peas, or string beans chopped fine, or asparagus tips.”50 Mr. Fales’s chop suey was a
far cry from Chao zasui, the stir‐fried animal intestines in China. It is doubtful whether
he had actually tasted Chao zasui as a Western diplomat in China. His chop suey
looked like an elegant Western dish that would no doubt fit well the tastes of middle‐
class American families. In fact, many American housewives became interested in
learning how to cook chop suey at that time. Fales’s New York Times article,
moreover, was not the only published recipe for chop suey. During the 1910s to
1950s, recipes on how to cook chop suey, rice, and other Chinese dishes were also
regularly printed in newspapers such as the Los Angeles Times.51 Though Mr. Fales’s
recipe was for an Americanized Chinese dish, what made his recipe appear
authentically Chinese and himself appear an authority on Chinese food was his
longtime diplomatic career in China. As a piece of transnational culture, chop suey
had an American base but symbolic Chinese roots.
As an American Food Icon
As a popular dish, chop suey eventually became part of the English vocabulary.
According to Imogene Lim and John Eng‐Wong, both A Dictionary of Americanisms in
its 1951 edition and The Oxford Dictionary in its 1989 edition include “chop suey” and
“chow mein” and cite examples of their usage as early as 1898 and 1903.52 “Chop

suey” is also defined in Webster’s Dictionary as “a dish prepared chiefly from bean
sprouts, bamboo shoots, water chestnuts, onions, mushrooms, and meat or fish and
served with rice and soy sauce.”53 As a culinary term, chop suey denoted concoction
and blending. The term soon lent itself to American popular culture and art. Artist
Edward Hopper’s famous oil painting Chop Suey was accomplished in 1929.54 The
chop suey restaurant in this famous piece of art is not a humble food joint in
Chinatown but a stylish coffee shop where middle‐class Americans socialized.
Featuring two fashionable white women in an elegant chop suey café in New York,
the painting and its theme of stillness reflect how chop suey had evolved into a food
cultural icon that had been fused into American social life. Jazz musician Louis
Armstrong’s “Cornet Chop Suey” was released in 1926 during the culmination of his
career. Sidney Bechet’s “Who’ll Chop Your Suey When I’m Gone?” in 1925 goes as
follows: “Chop suey, chop suey! / Mixed with all the hokum and bally hooey, /
Something real and glowing grand / Sheds a light all over the land. / Boston, Austin,
Wichita, and St. Louey, / Chop suey. Chop suey, chop suey! Chop suey, chop suey!”
Together with Armstrong’s music, Bechet’s hit song reverberated and further
boosted chop suey’s rising fame.
While chop suey restaurants carved a niche in the American food market, they
also generated a series of Americanized Chinese dishes like chow mein, General Tso’s
chicken, egg foo young, and paper‐wrapped chicken. Like chop suey, most such
dishes had humble origins in China. Chop suey houses seldom offered Chinese
delicacies such as sea slug, bird’s nest, or shark fins to American clients. While
expensive because of their rarity and nutritious qualities, Chinese delicacies had plain
tastes. They would not sell well in American restaurant markets.
As a popular food, chop suey began to appear on the dining tables of an
increasing number of average American homes. According to one review, “Chinese
chop suey is so delicious that the hostess cannot make a mistake in placing it before
her guest in such a luncheon menu as the following (which is equally as good a
supper menu); Chop suey, Hot graham, Rolls, Coffee, Orange soufflé.”55 In Sinclair
Lewis’s novel Main Street, we see an interesting scene describing how middle‐class
Americans learned to accept Chinese food. The main character Carol uses chow mein
as an entry food for her dinner party guests:
Before they were quite tired of the concert Carol led them in a
dancing procession to the dining‐room, to blue bowls of chow
mein, with Lichee nuts and ginger preserved in syrup.
None of them save that city‐rounder Harry Haydock
had heard of any Chinese dish except chop sooey. With
agreeable doubt they ventured through the bamboo shoots
into the golden fried noodles of the chow mein; and Dave
Dyer did a not very humorous Chinese dance with Nat Hicks;
and there was hubbub and contentment.56

Though Lewis presents quite a nervous scene, the novel indicates that chop suey and
chow mein had become familiar foods to many Americans. It was just a matter of
whether they should treat a Chinese dish as a decent party item or still as a bargain
food.
Chop suey was also used as an army food. According to Harvey Levenstein,
chop suey and chow mein were staples of the mess hall, joining spaghetti and
tamales as the only “ethnic” dishes listed in the 1942 edition of the U.S. Army
cookbook, prepared with ketchup and Worcestershire sauce.57 It was a favorite dish
of President Dwight D. Eisenhower. When he was a major stationed in Washington,
D.C., in the 1930s, Eisenhower was a faithful customer at Sun Chop Suey Restaurant
owned by Jew Gam On on Columbia Road. He often took his wife and young son
there. His patronage was interrupted during World War II but then resumed when he
came back from the war. As President, Eisenhower continued to order his favorite
food—chicken chop suey—there for his family from time to time. His request was
simply that the chop suey be good and hot. 58 Though President, Eisenhower
displayed the eating habits of average American customers when it came to Chinese
food. He tended to stay with one dish, such as chicken chop suey. He ate it not as an
exotic food but as a regular meal available to the American public.
No Chop Suey in China
American society eventually realized chop suey was only an imagined authentic
Chinese food. In 1924, the Los Angeles Times carried an article entitled “China Has
Most Things Chinese But Chop Suey Isn’t to Be Found There.” According to the
article, “China has played a little joke on the world. Its citizens in America have
popularized chop suey as if that dish were characteristically Chinese. It is not. It is
unknown in China.”59 An article in the New York Times in 1928 also noted that the dish
was virtually unknown in China. Though beef was a common ingredient in chop suey,
the average Chinese did not consume beef frequently.60 But chop suey was not a
joke. Chinese restaurant proprietors probably knew what they were doing from the
very beginning. When job opportunities were so limited for Chinese immigrants
during the exclusion era, restaurant work became one of the few viable options. As
an imagined authentic Chinese food, chop suey was a meaningful social construct in
the racialized environment of American society.
Though there was no chop suey in China, the dish had an intrinsic linkage with
its home country. Its imagined authenticity depended on this linkage. While its
imagined authenticity made it appealing as an ethnic food, its changed ingredients,
cookery, and flavors fit American local tastes. The legendary story of chop suey as Li
Hongzhang’s favorite dish was persistently attractive and widely circulated. Its
culinary identity embodied transnationalism. When another Los Angeles Times article
confirmed that China had no chop suey, it repeated the famous legend. According to

the author of the article, in “any of these meals I have yet to get a taste of chop suey.
The truth seems to be that there is no such dish known in China although it is
commonly served as Chinese throughout the United States.”61 Interestingly this
article was actually commenting on the restaurant market in Canton, the hometown
of numerous Chinese immigrants and a city with numerous restaurants. Cantonese
food is one of the eight famous Chinese regional cuisines. But chop suey is not part of
Cantonese cuisine. In linking chop suey to Li Hongzhang, the article points out,
It originated at a dinner that Prince Li Hung Chang gave in
New York when he made his trip around the world. Prince Li
carried his own chef with him, and the menu was strictly
Chinese. One of the dishes especially delighted the wife of the
guest of honor and she asked Li what it was. Prince Li called in
his chef, and the chef replied in Chinese that it was his own
creation called “chop suey” which meant a mixture or hash.
Prince Li then said in English: “It is a chop suey.” The
American women spread the news of “chop suey,” the
wonderful dish.

The article finally concludes, “The name was taken up by the Chinese restaurants in
America and today chop suey is the chief concoction that they serve.”62
Entitled “China Disowns Chop Suey,” another Los Angeles Times article in 1937
put a different spin on the story: “Chop suey, you know, considered all over the
world, except in China, as being a typical Chinese dish, is not Chinese at all. The story
is told the Viceroy Li Hung Chang, upon being pestered by American newspapermen
during a meal as to the name of the dish he was eating, snapped ‘Chop Suey’ (literally
‘dirty mixed fragments’) in his annoyance. The name stuck and Chinese restaurateurs,
both in America and Europe, were quick to see the publicity value of the name.”63 Of
course, the dish was created by neither Li Hongzhang nor his chef. It was invented by
the hundreds of Chinese immigrants who capitalized on this legend in their
restaurant careers in the United States. The invention of chop suey shows how real
and imagined Chinese legends could be used as cultural capital for Chinese
immigrants in their economic lives, and how China continuously functioned as their
cultural home.
Ironically, chop suey, as an invention of overseas Chinese, attempted to return
“home” as it followed Western travelers to China and tried to settle in places where
Americans congregated. A Los Angeles Times article in 1924 reported that, searching
China from end to end, one could not find a dish of chop suey, a Chinese cook who
knew how to prepare it, or a restaurant that appeared similar to a chop suey house in
America, except in the American quarter of Shanghai.64 During World War II, when
American soldiers went to China, they searched around Chongqing, the wartime
capital and a city in remote southwest China, for real chop suey. Some local
restaurants advertised, “We serve authentic San Francisco‐style chop suey.”65 In this

advertisement, we see how chop suey was an American dish with a foreign name.
Food historians Waverley Root and Richard de Rochemont point out that American
culinary history has been so characterized by its cosmopolitan tradition that
sometimes restaurateurs invented their cuisine with foreign names. While chop suey
“has gotten around the country, in restaurants or in cans,” many Americans “who
eat it certainly do not think of it as part of their native fare; yet it was invented in the
United States and was unknown in China until very recently, when it began to be
imported into that country for the delectation of the American visitors beginning to
arrive there.”66 After Japan was defeated and Shanghai regained its international life
and prosperity, Westerners could find a neon sign on a main street that proclaimed
“Genuine American Chop Suey Served Here.” 67 In the 1950s, Tokyo had many
restaurants that offered Chinese dishes, but only a big restaurant that served
American food offered chop suey.68 In 1928, a chop suey restaurant was also opened
in Beijing. However, local Chinese customers failed to develop an appetite for the
invention by their overseas brethren. The chop suey restaurant in Beijing was soon
closed. Compared to Shanghai, the Western community and influence was much
smaller in Beijing. Local Chinese had never heard of chop suey: “It was an American
dish and there were not enough Americans in Beijing to support it.” 69 Many
Americans who liked Chinese food were shocked to learn that the only chop suey
house in Beijing had closed and that average residents of cities in China knew nothing
of chop suey.70
Chop suey eventually faded away from the American restaurant world. When
a new wave of Chinese immigrants arrived after the 1965 immigration reform, the
Chinese restaurant business experienced a new surge. The new immigrants preferred
genuine rather than Americanized Chinese food. They brought new tastes, created
new businesses, and built new communities. Suburban Chinese neighborhoods
emerged in Flushing, Queens County, New York; Monterey Park; and a host of San
Gabriel Valley cities in Southern California, where thousands of Chinese restaurants
congregated. Few of them served chop suey. Genuine Chinese food had replaced
Americanized dishes. The cookery and menus of many contemporary Chinese
restaurants closely followed the culinary trends of Asia. Chop suey lost its historical
appeal even in Chinese restaurants that catered mainly to non‐Chinese customers.
Riding on the immigrant boom, the Chinese restaurant business in America began a
new chapter.
Conclusion
History is full of surprises. Few people expected to see chop suey become the most
well‐known and frequently ordered Chinese dish in America. There were many
famous dishes in Chinese food culture, but none of them had chop suey’s luck. When
Li visited the United States, the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 had been extended for
another ten years by the Geary Act of 1892. Li was fully aware of the unequal

treatment of the Chinese in America, especially in California. In fact, he purposely
tried to avoid the American West during his visit. In his comments on the Geary Act, Li
pointed out that the law denied Chinese immigrants the same rights granted for
other immigrants and that the Chinese Exclusion Act was a most unfair law. He asked
American journalists, “Do not consider me as a high Chinese official, but as a
cosmopolitan; not as a Mandarin, but as a plain citizen of China and of the world, and
let me ask what you expect to derive from excluding cheap Chinese labor from
America? Cheaper labor means cheaper commodities, and better commodities at
lower prices. . . . You are proud of your liberty and your freedom; but is this
freedom?”71
During the Chinese Exclusion period (1882–1943), the racialized environment
forced many Chinese immigrants into menial service jobs that required long hours,
hard labor, and offered no competitive threat to white Americans. Restaurant and
laundry work were such occupations. When placed in a larger historical context, it is
not difficult to understand why and how chop suey had an inevitable mission to
become an imagined authentic Chinese food. Chop suey was not classical cuisine in
China. Its humble origins allowed numerous Chinese immigrants to start modest
restaurant businesses without formal culinary training. Meanwhile, as the Chinese
were seen as an inferior race, it was almost impossible to introduce a real authentic
Chinese delicacy to the American public. Shark fin or bird’s nest symbolized social
status in Chinese cuisine but American society had no market for any type of high‐
class Chinese culture. Food embodied human culture and was a tangible symbol of
Chinese identity. Popular as it was, chop suey essentially represented cheap
exoticism in the eyes of American clients. It survived and succeeded mostly as a
bargain food. As the most famous Chinese dish in America, it met not only American
tastes but also their social expectations of Chinese cuisine.
Known as Li Hongzhang’s alleged favorite food, chop suey had a transnational
culinary identity. Though Li’s visit could not protect Chinese immigrants from Chinese
exclusion laws, it did accidentally help them promote chop suey as a famed Chinese
dish, which in turn allowed the Chinese restaurant business to move out of
Chinatown and expand into mainstream American communities. Chop suey’s success
epitomized the significance of Li’s historic visit to the United States in 1896. A
Chinese immigrant writer wrote in 1948 that this Chinese dish was no longer an old‐
time Chinese food but a dish specially prepared for American people: “It is called Li
Hong Chang Chop Suey; and the same dish has ever since that time been listed on the
menu in that name—chop suey.”72
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